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Introduction
In 2013, Professor Alan Pert and his family moved into the former residence
of émigré architect Dr Ernst Fooks (1906-1985). A house Fooks conceived
of as being “the focal point of a way of life rather than being simply a retreat
from the pressure of daily living”, and Pert has described as “a form of
domestic theatre.” Czech-born and Austrian-trained, Fooks was one
of a number of European architects who lived and practiced in Victoria
in the post-war period. Pert’s intimate acquaintance with this house, and
with its library, has initiated a period of research activity that has so far
culminated in the MSD exhibition and catalogue “X-Ray the City” at the 2016
Venice Biennale (that borrowed the title of Fooks’ 1946 publication), and this
exhibition, “The House Talks Back”, which is the result of a subject run this
semester with masters students of the MSD (“Critical & Curatorial Practices
in Design”). The subject has been led by Pert alongside Professor Philip
Goad and Catherine Townsend, who has previously published on Fooks’
career. The subject has been supported through the library staff at MSD,
The Pictures Collection and Manuscripts at the State Library of Victoria,
The archives at the Holocaust Museum and Jewish Museum as well as staff
at RMIT Design Archives. While this research is ongoing, and ties into a
wider body of work of émigré architects in Australia between 1930 and 1970,
the work completed here represents the first attempt to comprehensively
understand and document the life and work of Fooks.
Taking his residence at 32 Howitt Road (1966) as an artefact – a lens through
which to scrutinise the architect’s larger body of civic and domestic work
as well as the rituals of his daily life – the project presented herein draws
together archival sources from the various institutions. Much of the work
undertaken by the students has included mapping the extensive portfolio
of Fooks’ projects in Australia, as well as cataloguing the disparate archival
material spread out across the five institutions. The University of Melbourne’s
own “Fooks collection” was gifted to the Architecture Building and Planning
Library in the 1990s by the architect’s widow, Noemi Fooks, which included
over 150 books which were distributed throughout the University library.
For the first time, this collection has been brought together again as part
of the exhibition. To date, the exhibition catalogue “Ernest Fooks: Architect”
prepared by Professor Harriet Edquist (RMIT) offers the most extensive
coverage of Fooks’ life and career. Created to accompany a small exhibition
staged at the Jewish Museum in 2001, Edquist confirms this was never
intended to be an exhaustive study of Fooks, rather to draw attention
to his body of work and to provide a framework for further investigation.
The booklet included a list of known works by Fooks identified from
a collection of his architectural drawings and memorabilia now held
by the RMIT Design Archives; it did not include the work held by the State
Library of Victoria. Edquist’s essay “The Jewish Contribution: A Missing
Chapter” in Ronan Goren’s exhibition catalogue “45 Storeys. A Retrospective
of Works by Melbourne Jewish architects from 1945” (1993) should also be

acknowledged, alongside Townsend’s conference paper, “Architects, exiles,
new Australian” (SAHANZ Conference, 1997) as the only other sources to
document Fooks’ work in Melbourne.
“The Fooks collection”, which includes countless travel slides, hand written
lecture notes, letters to key figures, and numerous other documents yet
to be examined, presents a poignant window into the life of an exemplary
architect, designer, theorist and artist. The ultimate goal of this research
is the formal creation of “The Ernest Fooks Collection”, a consolidated
archive and repository of Fooks’ material. With the exile of so many
Europeans from countries like Austria during the Second World War, the
influx of new professionals brought with them new teachings, new ideas,
new theories and new skills that would highly influence planning, design,
architecture and culture in the development of modernist Australia. These
contributions present undiscovered narratives into the social and cultural
capital of Europe and Australia, and offer new understandings of design
trends during the interwar years, the war years and importantly, the postWWII era. In turn, the Fooks collection manifests as a potential exemplar
into the investigation of émigré professionals, providing insights into key
areas of professional activity such as domestic houses, public housing
and flatted developments, and, to key institutions such as the Housing
Commission, Victoria. Furthermore, as universities and professionals around
the world engage in new forms of urbanism, design and practice theory,
it is imperative we reflect upon, understand, and explore the significant
contribution and influence that émigré architects, like Fooks, brought
to the development of Melbourne and indeed, Australia’s design culture
and thinking during his time.
Behind the work that comprises this exhibition is an evolving body
of knowledge that is being pieced together slowly in our attempts to
understand Fooks, his contribution to the city, the profession, the Jewish
community, and, ultimately, the legacy of that contribution. In a similar
vein to Edquist’s exhibition catalogue of 2001, we do not lay claim here
to providing an exhaustive document. What we intend here is to reflect
on the research carried out so far, and on the process of making the
work included within this exhibition, relative to the aspirations set down
by Pert at the commencement of this semester. What new knowledge
has been stumbled upon and what is the value of this knowledge in a
greater historical context, of architecture, of modernism, of the history
of Melbourne, both as a city and as the adopted home of a vibrant Jewish
community? Perhaps more importantly, what are the new questions this
work leaves with us; those that will drive us forward in our attempts
to understand the life and work of a man who contributed to the shape
of the cities physical and social fabric, as an architect, town planner,
furniture designer, artist, writer and educator?
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Ernest Fooks in Vienna
Catherine Townsend
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Fooks’ journey from young architect in the
culturally vibrant but politically tumultuous city
of Vienna to married man rebuilding his life in
Australia is essential to understanding his work
in Australia. When Fooks fled Europe he brought
a detailed, rich and complex knowledge of both
European town planning, modern architecture
and contemporary artistic and psychological
practice to Australia. He drew on this knowledge
and transformed it to meet the requirements of
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his new location, leaving a significant legacy
of modern architecture for the Jewish
community in Melbourne.
Avant-garde and modern: Ernest Fooks
(1906-1985) was an architect, town planner,
artist, photographer, traveler, lecturer and author.
His formative years were spent in Vienna,
home of many outstanding modern artistic
and intellectual achievements of the early

20th century. Born Ernst Fuchs into a secular
Jewish middle-class family in Pressburg (now
Bratislava), Fooks’ family moved to Vienna
in 1908. The city was in transition from the
fin-de-siècle grandeur of the final years of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire to the ‘Red
Vienna’ period of the Social Democratic Party’s
(SDP) 1919-1934 administration. ‘Red Vienna’
revitalised and transformed the city, and was
the impetus for lasting change in areas such

as education, housing and the arts. The SDP
administration’s guiding principle was the
improvement of life for as many people as
possible. The fervent political climate fostered
progressive artistic and intellectual tendencies.
Schoenberg, Wittgenstein, Popper, Freud and
the architects Adolf Loos, Josef Frank and
Josef Hoffman were all active in Vienna in
this period. Fooks was influenced by this rich
cultural climate, in particular the many social
housing experiments occurring at the time.
Fooks’ life – like that of all central European
Jews at the time – was shattered during the
1930s. He escaped Europe and found haven
in Melbourne, Australia. Fooks went on
to make a notable contribution to modern
architecture in his new home with at least 240
built projects in Melbourne. He shaped the
built form of the burgeoning post-war Jewish

community in Melbourne, designing numerous
houses, apartments and many important
institutional buildings. An examination of the
interwar Viennese environment, as well as
Fooks’ education, artistic practice, and early
employment within this environment, highlights
the ways that Vienna moulded Fooks’ creative
and academic practice, and influenced his later
important work in Australia.
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Fooks’ education was a winding excursion
through interwar Viennese modern architecture,
art, dance, theatre, psychology and urban
planning. He began an architecture and
civil engineering degree at the Technische
Hochschule Vienna in 1924. The Technische
Hochschule was the most conservative of the
architectural schools in Vienna. Fooks’ professors
such as Emil Artmann, Siegfried Theiss, Max

Theuer, Karl Holey, Leopold Simony, Max
Ferstel, Franz Krauss, Rudolf Saliger promoted
the stripped classicism of Otto Wagner (a
Viennese pioneer of modern archicecture)
rather than the abstract modern rectilinear and
volumetric simplification of the Neues Bauen
(New Building – the modern style of architecture
emerging in Europe in the 1920s and 1930s).
Scale, context and the occupants’ experience
were considered important. Even amongst
progressive architects there was a more
gentle approach to modern architecture
in Vienna; especially when compared
to German Neues Bauen and Neue Sachlichkeit
(New Objectivity) which many Viennese
architects, including Fooks, considered cold,
inhumane and ahistorical.
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The greatest influence on Fooks at university
was architect and urban planner Karl Brunner.
Brunner founded the lively and well attended
Free Seminar for Urban Development and
Construction Studies at the Technische
Hochschule. Brunner is known for his extensive
theoretical research in urban planning and
careful implementation of his findings in his
practice. He developed methods to collect data
on trends and developments; had an interest in
measuring population density; and documented
the importance of aerial photography in urban
planning. Much of this foreshadows Fooks’
later Australian publication X-Ray the City!
The Density Diagram: Basis for Urban Planning
in which Fooks proposed a new method of
measuring and depicting urban population
densities.
Fooks found his early architectural studies
dry with no relation to art so he transferred
to psychology. He spent two years in the
philosophy faculty at the University of Vienna.
The majority of Fooks’ classes were with Karl
Bühler, a gestalt psychologist and one of the
founders of the influential Würzburg School of
psychology. Fooks, however, was disappointed
that Freud and Jung were yet to gain acceptance
in this faculty. Disillusioned, he resumed his
original course in architecture. Nevertheless,
Fooks’ psychological training did guide his
architectural practice; he always considered
human needs and interaction with the
environment of importance in his work.
Fooks completed his architecture and civil
engineering degree in 1929. He soon enrolled
in a doctorate at the Technische Hochschule.
Fooks’ dissertation Die Stadt in Streifen, (The
Linear City), was awarded the degree of Doctor
of Technical Sciences on 12 March 1932. The
thesis was divided into four sections that
investigated the general requirements of urban
design; the historic structure of cities; the new
city and ideas promulgated by German town
planners such as Paul Wolf, Hans Ludwig Sierks
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and Martin Mächlor; and the linear city. The
thesis included Fooks’ design for a linear city
and residential accommodation with highrise
Wohnhotels (living hotels) surrounded by large
open greenspaces.
Fooks’ doctoral thesis was at the forefront
of contemporary urban planning theory.
The linear city was a late nineteenth century
idea which was reinvigorated in 1930 by Nikolai
Milyutin, the same year Ernst May and his entire
Neues Frankfurt team went to Russia to design
Magnitogorsk, the first substantially linear
city. Le Corbusier set out his first ideas for a
linear city in 1930 in his unrealised project Ville
Radieuse. When Fooks arrived in Australia in
1939 one of the many clear differences between
him and his local counterparts was his high level
of postgraduate education, as few held doctorates
in town planning in Australia at this time.
Fooks characterised the interdisciplinary artistic
interests of many Viennese and throughout
his studies was closely involved in the wider
avant-garde cultural life of Vienna. His interests
included dance, photography, travel, art, and
theatre design. Concurrent with his architectural
studies Fooks enrolled at a Rudolf von Laban
dance school run by Gertrud Bodenweiser,
one of the great dancers of the period. In the
late 1920s Fooks was involved in the theatre,
producing costume designs and working
for the influential theatre and film director
Max Reinhardt. Fooks’ enduring interest in
photography began in one of his first year
university subjects. Much of his photography
was devoted to documenting the many
Bildungsreisen (educational journeys) he took
throughout his life. Before leaving Europe he had
travelled through Austria, Germany, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Italy, former Yugoslavia, France,
Sweden, Norway and England photographing
and sketching buildings as he went. He exhibited
drawings from his travels in 1931 at the Vienna
Künstlerhaus, one of the foremost galleries
in Vienna, alongside his colleague Bernard

Rudofsky. Throughout his student years
Fooks was politically active as a member
of the Socialist Student Association.
Fooks worked on the Wiener Gemeindebauten
(Viennese council housing) during university
vacations in 1925, 1927 and 1928. The
Gemeindebauten were the largest architectural
project in interwar Vienna. When the SDP came
to power there was a critical housing shortage.
They levied a residential construction tax
and constructed over 64,000 dwellings
of Gemeindebauten between 1923 and 1934.
The majority of the Gemeindebauten were four
to six storey monumental perimeter apartment
blocks surrounding a garden courtyard; an
indigenous typology known as the Hof-Haus.
Aesthetically the Gemeindebauten were
influenced by the stripped classicism of Otto
Wagner who had also promoted the Hof-Haus
typology. As chief assistant and junior partner,
Fooks next worked on the Gemeindebauten
with Adolf Jelletz from 1928-1929. Jelletz’s only
commission in this time period was the ErnstHinterberger-Hof. This 6 storey residential
building of 116 apartments with a u-shaped
floor plan, wraps around a corner and forms
a spacious courtyard. It is a gentle modern design
characterized by well-proportioned symmetry
and rationality.
Fooks worked for his professor Siegfried Theiss
in the practice Theiss and Jaksch from 1929 until
he completed his doctorate in 1932. The firm
of Theiss and Jaksch was one of the most
successful and enduring in Austria. Theiss and
Jaksch’s work was characterised by the gentle
modernism of much of the Austrian Neues
Bauen. While here, Fooks worked on housing
schemes, schools and residential work including
the firm’s most lauded projects the Hochhaus
Herrengasse, 1929-1932, and on the extension
to the Gymnasium Wenzgasse 1930-1931.
Bernard Rudofsky and W. Fabian were significant
contributors the Gymnasium Wenzgasse.
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The Hochhaus Herrengasse was the first
skyscraper to be built in Vienna and it was the
flagship of the City of Vienna’s Gemeindebauten
housing program. At its tallest point it was
16 storeys above street level, and housed 225
apartments. The exterior façade is designed in
a modern stripped classicist style, whereas the
interior courtyard facades are far more modern
and severe in appearance. Fooks wrote several
articles on this project for the local press and
notably in Ernst May’s influential publication
Die Neue Stadt: Internationale Monatsschrift für
Architektonische Planung und Städtische Kultur.
During his time with Theiss and Jaksch, Fooks
also spent a brief period working in the office
of Le Corbusier, presumably furthering his
research on linear cities. He later credited his
work experience with Le Corbusier as one
of the most influential experiences of his life.
In 1932 Fooks became a founding partner of
Atelier Bau und Wohnung with W. Stept, N.
Tröster and his former colleague at Theiss and
Jaksch W. Fabian. They won third prize in the
Central Organisation of Austrian Architects
1932 competition for Das Wachsende Haus, (the
growing house). The brief was for a house that
could be ‘bought or rented for a small sum and
then extended as the family grew or the income
justified it’. It was designed to be constructed
in three stages. Atelier Bau und Wohnung’s
house was built and received considerable
attention. Atelier Bau und Wohnung also won
third prize in a competition for an extension
to the Hotel Kahlenberg Vienna in 1934. Fooks
won an honourable mention in the international
competition for the rebuilding of Norrmalm
in Stockholm in 1933. This was a considerable
achievement as there were 350 entries including
Le Corbusier and Aalvar Aalto.
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Fooks’ burgeoning career diminished in the years
between 1934 and 1938. This is not surprising
given rising anti-semitism, political instability,
rising inflation and high rates of unemployment
which significantly reduced building activity.
In 1934 his association with Atelier Bau und
Wohnung ended. It is unclear from the archival
material why this occurred; however, it is
notable that in 1934 the political situation in
Austria became increasingly unsettled. Within
two weeks of the Austrian Civil War, Fooks
moved to Linz and began six months work
for architect Hermann Neumann.
In 1936 Fooks won third prize for a farming
estate in Lower Austria. He also collaborated
on a town planning scheme for Teplitz-Schönau
Czechoslovakia, though with whom it is not
clear. He designed a tenement block in Vienna
including the interiors and furnishings. This
building is important as in it we can see the
genesis of Fooks’ style that he would later use
in the numerous apartment blocks he designed
in Australia. It is four stories high, in a rectilinear
Neues Bauen style, and each apartment had its
own balcony. From 1934 to 1938 Fooks lectured
on the history of architecture for the adult
education board at the University of Vienna.
The dire situation for Jews in Vienna after the
Anschluss galvanized Fooks’ decision to leave
Austria. His migration to Australia occurred
simply because it was the first country
to admit him.

In Australia Fooks did not abandon his European
training and ideas. Rather he embraced his new
experiences and infused his cultural heritage
into his Australian life. His social ideals and
his high level of town planning education were
invaluable for his work for the Victorian Housing
Commission which mostly consisted of planning
new estates. His education and four years
lecturing in Vienna prepared him for lecturing
in town planning at RMIT from 1944 to 1954.
His many European publications were his
calling card to publishers in Australia and aided
him in his 1940s writings for The Australian
Home Beautiful and other local publications.
These writings mostly focused on European
developments in architecture and town planning.
His doctorate coupled with his publishing
experience assisted the publication of X-Ray
the City! The Density Diagram: Basis for Urban
Planning (1946). His broader cultural activities
and exhibition at the Künstlerhaus paved the
way for his many art exhibitions in Australia.
When Fooks was unable to progress in his career
as a town planner, which he in part attributed
to anti-semitism, the breadth of his Viennese
architectural experience enabled him to develop
his own architectural practice. His significant
experience with the Weiner Gemeindebauten
and more specifically his solo commission
for a tenement block influenced the scores of
residential apartment buildings he designed
in Melbourne. In his progressive architectural
practice Fooks remained true to the gentle
modernism of Vienna, and when assimilating
new influences they were more likely to be from
other Viennese emigres such as Richard Neutra
and Bernard Rudofsky.

Fooks’ house designs were, like much of his
work in Vienna, meticulously detailed and often
in collaboration with artists and craftsmen such
as fellow émigrés Schulim Krimper and sculptor
Karl Duldig.
Fooks’ European experience, migration and
marriage to Noemi Matusvics established
within him a greater sense of Jewish identity:
previously he had been a secular Jew for whom
Judaism had little personal importance. In
Australia he embraced this heritage and took
active part in Jewish affairs as member, and at
times president, of both B’nai Brith Community
Service Organisation and the Jewish Society of
Arts. Fooks also contributed to and benefited
from the growth of the Jewish community which
occured with the emigration of European Jews
pre-and post-World War Two. The European
émigrés were a sophisticated client group, and
as they became established in Australia they
sought architects who could provide them with
the urbane modernist architecture they knew in
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Europe. Modern architecture in the 1950s and
1960s still represented optimism for the future
and was well suited to the émigrés rebuilding
new lives away from the violent anti-semitism
of old Europe. Fooks’ important cultural and
professional experience in Vienna saw him well
placed to meet this demand; the vast majority
of his prolific architectural practice was
designing for Jewish clients. He designed
scores of houses and apartments and his Jewish
institutional buildings include Mount Scopus
Memorial College, 1954 onwards with Anatol
Kagan; B’nai Brith Lodge St Kilda 1957; Adass
Israel Synagogue Elsternwick 1962, Jewish
Community Centre Canberra 1971; and the
Chevra Kadisha burial society St Kilda 1979.

The sheer number and quality of commissions
meant that Fooks shaped the built form of
Melbourne’s Jewish community in the 1950s
and 1960s, and in doing so made a significant
contribution to modern architecture in Australia.
Uncovering the details of Fooks’ Viennese
influences provides new light in which to
consider his significant Australian work; the
further analysis of which will deepen our
understanding of the breadth and complexity
of modernism in Australia.

Theiss and Jaksch, Hochhaus Herrengasse, Circular Corner
C a f e . I m a g e f r o m S t a t e L i b r a r y, F o o k s ’ P h o t o g r a p h i c C o l l e c t i o n
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Theiss and Jaksch, Hochhaus Herrengasse. Image from State
L i b r a r y, F o o k s ’ P h o t o g r a p h i c C o l l e c t i o n
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Image from State Library Pictures Collection
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Das Wachsende Haus und Fuchs
The Growing House and Fooks Philip Goad
In 1932 in Vienna, over a period of three weeks,
twenty different versions of Das Wachsende
Haus (The Growing House) were constructed in
the city’s fairgrounds as a demonstration village.
The twenty designs had been selected as the
best from a competition held amongst Austrian
architects to determine a liveable and affordable
minimum house that might grow with time
as a family’s needs and income grew. The venture
was also intended to offer stimulation to the
nation’s construction industry, in effect to spur
it onto experiment.
Architects represented in the ‘model settlement’
included well-known local figures like Josef
Hoffmann, Oswald Haerdtl, Erich Boltenstern,
Leopold Bauer and Siegmund Katz. There was
also new talent. The third prize-winners were
a team of young architects, W. Fabjan, W. Stepf,
A. Tröster and E. Fuchs (Ernest Fooks).
Each competition entry had to show that it
might be able to grow in three stages: first
stage, the Kernhaus (literally translates as core
or nucleus); second stage, I Ausbau (enlarge);
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and third stage, II Ausbau. The Kernhaus of
the Fooks team entry was a simple rectangle,
approximately 4 x 9 metres, that comprised
essentially two spatial units: an open, combined
living-dining space (4 x 6 metres) and a service
block (4 x 3 metres) that included a U-shaped
kitchen, a stair down to a basement, and a toilet
that opened onto a tiled porch/vestibule/air-lock
that gave access to either the kitchen or living
space.
A distinctive feature of the Fooks team’s open
living-dining space was the L-shaped built-in
furniture that comprised fixed shelving/storage
and a built-in four-seater couch. The L-shape
described the immediate creation of an internal
place that, once seated, the occupant had as
their focus, a bank of four door-height windows,
which opened onto a pergola terrace. There was
a direct connection with nature. This was not
a universal container that might be filled with
machine-made furniture but a carefully-designed
already furnished room that allowed for
occupation of its walls by people and personal
belongings, an idea that would later be described

in 1955 by Fooks’ former work colleague
Bernard Rudofsky as ‘The Ballast of the Home’.
Conceptually its layout was similar to the much
criticized living room of Viennese architect Josef
Frank’s house at the Weissenhof Siedlungen in
Stuttgart of 1927. There, as Pommer and Otto
have written:
 overtly attacking the Bauhaus, Frank sought
C
to preserve both comfort and tradition. He wanted
his interiors to be places of rest and ease, unlike
the work place. Although the exteriors were to be
uniform and reduced as possible, Frank believed
that for the rooms “uniformity and the absence
of ornament make for unrest; ornament ad
complexity create peacefulness and get rid of the
disturbing aspect of pure functional form.”
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This is the same theme that Fooks would take
forward in his own architecture: externally, an
abstract, reduced architecture but inside, Fooks
would work hard to produce highly wrought,
often rich interiors, invariably adorned with
furniture also designed by Fooks.
Stage II of the Fooks team’s ‘Growing House’
was the addition of a bedroom and bathroom
block at right angles to the rectangle of the
Kernhaus. Another L-shape was thus formed,
this time not internally but externally. The result
was another embrace of space, this time, the
outdoor room of the garden.
The connecting element for the two blocks –
located at the internal corner of the L – was the
tiled porch/vestibule/air-lock. It acted like a
necessary pivot in the composition, in much the
same way that Frank Lloyd Wright’s L-shaped
Usonian houses of the late 1930s would also
hinge to define distinct living and sleeping
blocks that embraced a shared private landscape.

Here was another theme that Fooks would take
forward in his architecture in Melbourne: the
treatment of outdoor space as a series of rooms,
that like his interiors might also be ‘furnished’.
Fooks was undeniably proud of Das Wachsende
Haus (The Growing House). He published an
article about it in Australian Home Beautiful in
1940 and in 1945, his competition entry with
fellow émigré C.J. Lipsett for The Sun Post-War
Homes Competition was described as “Design
in Five Stages for Growing Family”. There, the
Kernhaus (core) was replaced by Fooks with the
capitalised term, NUCLEUS. Even by 1964, when
Fooks designed his own house at 32 Howitt
Road in North Caulfield, there are echoes of the
conceptual humanism of the ‘Growing House.’

Present is the additive compositional strategy
of multiple L-shaped forms that grow off the
core of Fooks’ central living/dining space. A
tiled vestibule is again the connecting hinge.
The garden is designed as a series of ‘furnished’
outdoor rooms that give each interior a direct
connection with a series of different ‘natures’.
Ultimately Fooks is saying that as people grow
and their lives change, so should their houses. In
1932, he concluded an article on Das Wachsende
Haus in melodramatic but ultimately poetic style:
 ecause we must never forget, that far more
B
important than money and economy, far more
important as art and technology is man,
the people and their life. A people that
does not build, does not live, it dies.

The third stage of the Fooks team’s ‘Growing
House’ was the addition of a large children’s
bedroom beyond the parent’s bedroom of Stage
II. The leg of the L-shape had been further
extended. The new children’s bedroom had space
for play and another bank of four door-height
windows, which opened onto the same pergola
terrace. This garden space was now drawn in
detail with trees and big square pavers –
it was now the largest ‘room’ in the house
but it was outside.
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Growing house competition built prototype.
From State Library Pictures Collection
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Growing house competition catalogue.
F r o m M e l b o u r n e FA B P L i b r a r y A r c h i v e s .
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Growing house competition catalogue.
F r o m M e l b o u r n e FA B P L i b r a r y A r c h i v e s .
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Fuchs, Heath and the HCV
David Nicholls

In the milieu of wartime Melbourne many European names – particularly
those that sounded somehow Germanic – were regarded with suspicion.
Ernst Fuchs was able to hide in plain sight, and produce work of value
and influence, by dint of a mutually beneficial relationship with the
architect Frank Heath.
The Housing Commission of Victoria was a relatively new agency in the late
1930s, and one with a sense of urgency matched only by its meagre funding.
This was a product of the Depression and the financial requirements of war
(which nonetheless inspired moves for ‘homes fit for heroes’, a common
wartime cry). It was also related to the exigencies of state governments
exhibiting different scales of ambivalence towards both public-funded
housing as a notion, and government involvement in cities as a policy.
Frank Heath was an obscure Melbourne architect struggling to emerge from
the reputation of his architect father (the designer, amongst many other
things, of Fawkner Cemetery) when he was the outsider winner of four
architects in a competition to design housing for the HCV at Fishermans
Bend in 1937. Alongside the prize was the invitation to sit on an expert Panel
for the Commission; Heath justifiably regarded this as his entrée into a
new world, in which his own architecture was recognised and his hitherto
unexplored capacities as a planner could flower.
It would seem that Fuchs worked for Heath’s firm concentrating particularly
(but by no means exclusively) on planning work. It fits the conventions
of biography (and traditional history) to thereby assign to Fuchs all of the
planning work produced under Heath’s name for the HCV and other clients.
Yet this may also be as much of a furphy as Heath’s own claim, in 1947, that
he had prepared plans for six regional Victorian cities, Melbourne suburbs
including Richmond, Heidelberg and Braybrook, and plans for the future
development of the wider conurbation of Melbourne itself – Fuchs, and later
his widow Noemi, claimed many of the same projects exclusively. To muddy
the waters further, a chapter on contemporary international planning in
F. O. Barnett, W. O. Burt and F. Heath’s We Must Go On, published in 1944,
is quite possibly by Fuchs, based on his travels in the late 1930s, but is
offered anonymously (or rather, ascribed to the three listed authors).
Fuchs seems (evidence is scant) to have had experience in large-scale urban
renewal of the type the Housing Commission aspired to undertake in
Melbourne. He was, he maintained, a prizewinner in a Swedish regeneration
project for Stockholm - most likely of a much smaller area than that
which he suggested in his biographical details at this time. Such brazen
claims should not necessarily be regarded as deceptive – rather, Fuchs was
positioning himself, enthusiastically, as an experienced expert amongst
people who he might justifiably see as novices, albeit enthusiastic ones.
Thus, planning work from the 1940s often attributed to Heath – and
for which Heath appeared to provide the public face when it came to
explanatory detail, public presentations and the like – was almost certainly
largely Fuchs’ work; but it was also, because of Fuchs’ able actions as
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a conduit, more importantly a window into current best-practice. This
probably best manifests in the HCV plan for Newlands, a new suburb in
Melbourne’s north, which showed strong affinities with the neighbourhood
unit concept. Here, open passive and active recreation space, retail, mixed
housing and density types, were combined effectively into one of the earliest
HCV projects to what would soon be the typical template of this decade and
much of the subsequent one – housing formulated to provide proximate
population of workers to new perimeter factories, on greenfields sites.
Notably, Fuchs and Heath boldly introduced the cul-de-sac, so often the bête
noire of the early 20th century reformers, into their new design.
Similarly another Fooks/Heath project from this period, the plan for
expansion of the regional Victorian town of Swan Hill (1940) saw a bold
new plan unfold challenging traditional expectations of Australian life, in
this instance in regional Australia. The new borough of Swan Hill, recently
separated from its ‘parent’ Shire, commissioned Heath to produce a plan to
encourage federal government sponsorship of the town to increase eightfold.
Work attributed to Heath at this time would typically highlight key features,
routes or impediments within the individual city, then detail the application
of the appropriate solutions. The Swan Hill plan, once again an advanced,
neighbourhood unit-oriented mixed form city of apartments, schools, single
houses and other facilities, appears almost utopian in its ambition, though
its underlying conception – that post-war Australia should necessarily
decentralize for security and environmental reasons – was sound and
pertinent. Similar formulas were applied to later redevelopment-extension
schemes for other Victorian towns, including Wangaratta (c. 1944),
Ballarat (1945), Maffra (1945), Seymour (1946), Horsham (c.1944).
There is, then, an intriguing body of work produced from the Fuchs-Heath
partnership – whether it be Fuchs’ work enabled primarily by the Heath
name, or a genuine meeting of capacities between the two men. What
is perhaps most surprising is that at the conclusion of Fuchs’ (by this
time, Fooks) term of employ with Heath’s office Fooks the former planner
participated in very little planning work thereafter, while Heath – though
he continued to work primarily in architecture – was heavily involved in
ongoing planning work, including a large-scale project for the planning
of the Latrobe Valley as a system of resource towns. This may have signified
a political change for Fooks as he became either ideologically distanced from
the world of social housing, or simply no longer saw the HCV as a potential
source of work (notwithstanding the fact that his office designed a high-rise
building for the Commission in the 1960s).
There is a ten-year period, then, in which Fuchs undoubtedly – and Heath,
in some capacity – contributed extensively and meaningfully to the shape
and growth of the state of Victoria. The two men’s partnership may have
been one of convenience, born from necessity, but it was some of the most
productive years achieved by both, in extensive careers.

Bryan V. Ruffin Photographer 1967
(From State Library Pictures Collection)
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Fooks and the paradox of the ‘The Democratic City’
Jane Grant

Formed in 1920, the Communist Party
of Australia (CPA) was banned by the
conservative Menzies’ government in 1940.
This ban resulted in the arrest of numerous
CPA leaders and tight censorship of
communist literature, including the enforced
closure of nine newspapers. As a Jewish
refugee who had fled Nazi persecution in
Austria, the banning of political parties, with
its corresponding infringement on personal
liberty and freedom of expression, would have
been all too familiar to Ernest Fooks. In 1942,
against the backdrop of this ban, Fooks
published an article extolling soviet
planning as a relevant model for
Australia. His decision to publish ‘The
Democratic City’ outside of architectural
discourse in The Age and again three months
later in Australian Quarterly, the leading
journal of social and political ideas, suggests
that Fooks sought to influence more than just
urban form in Australia. This essay takes
a brief and speculative look at ‘The Democratic
City’ and the various contexts of its
production. It begins the work of better
understanding Fooks the Town Planner
and Urban Theorist.
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Between 1939 and 1947, Fooks worked for Frank
Heath, one of four private architects contracted
by the Housing Commission of Victoria. The
Commission, established in 1938, was appointed
the task of demolishing the slums and building
state-provided housing communities for the
working classes. Fooks was closely involved with
the design of the Coburg, Preston, Sandringham
and Fisherman Bend Estates and through this
period his plans and designs were a proving
ground for his urban theories. While his designs
for Fishermen’s Bend in late 1941 offer significant
insight into his conception of the democratic
city they will be discussed later. A more
immediate influence on the article was the
recently completed master plan for the
Victorian town of Swan Hill, produced
in the office of Frank Health.
The Swan Hill proposition placed schools and
community facilities at the centre and business
at the periphery and consisted of ‘a continuous
system of small parks and recreation spaces,
providing the facilities for the necessary
recreational life and for the safe walking avenue
for the democratic city.’ The Swan Hill master
plan ‘saw the whole town as a unit- social
as well as architectural’. Only planning had the
capacity to facilitate social development,
interaction, and participation within the urban
fabric – the conditions, we are left to assume,
which are necessary for the functioning of
democracy. More controversially he observed:
‘that the master-plan of Swan Hill, Victoria,
by Frank Heath, is similar to that used in some
of the newly-built towns in Russia – for
instance, the scheme of Magnitogorsk.’ Western
democracies, Fooks noted, had quietly embraced
the soviet activity cell and had rebranded it the
neighbourhood unit.

The Democratic City’ is an elegant assessment
of the influence of soviet planning, and
a passionate plea to Australia in a time of war
to adopt the soviet system of centralised
planning:
 ven the designless and planless city of the
E
nineteenth and early twentieth century represents
again very truly the idea of its time: to let every
private individual do exactly as he pleases. This
time is entirely gone. The last war has partly
brought, and this war will bring further changes
in the social stucture and in the social needs of
the population. The modern democratic city is the
place for all citizens to live, work, play. There can
be little resemblance between a city planned for
a minority and one planned for all residents of
the city.… Nowhere but in Soviet Russia was it
better understood that town-planning is only
part of the more comprehensive replanning
of the social structure of the community.
The paradox Fooks suggested here, that the
pattern for the ideal democratic city could be
provided by a totalitarian administration, was
surely contentious in a political context where
the majority of Australian citizens were at best
suspicious and at worst fearful of Soviet ideas.
The ban enacted by the Menzies’ government
in 1940 to crack down on communism was
maintained by the Curtin government
following their election win later that year, and
was not lifted until December of 1942. Globally,
the fragility of democracy had been revealed and
the banning of the CPA formed part of a larger
context of infringements on personal liberty
and free expression imposed throughout the
Commonwealth and democratic countries
within Europe.

For many intellectuals writing in the Australian
Quarterly such restrictions of freedom proved
Aldous Huxley’s hypothesis, advanced in his
1937 publication Ends and Means, that a state
of war and democracy were fundamentally
irreconcilable. First and foremost, Fooks was an
architect, planner and advocate for centralised
planning, but his essay of 1942 could equally
be regarded as a literary resistance against the
curtailment of freedom of speech; a powerful
statement on the free circulation of ideas and
the right to intellectual and creative expression.
In the 1940s, the meaning of democracy was a
pressing question for contemporary intellectuals,
and architects and planners were equally
invested in how the built environment could
help to facilitate this. Within the introduction
to his doctoral thesis, recently translated from
German for this exhibition, we find the genesis
of the ideas Fooks advanced in his 1942 essay.
Within his dissertation he wrote:
	
All the more, the new sociological structure
of our time calls for a realisation of a
corresponding city. In this realisation not
only the architect and city building technician
[will take part] but to the same extent also
the politician and the economist will take
part. A ranking system, [a] higher or lower
prioritisation of the individual workers would
be pointless. Would you want to give priority to
one of them (for example, the traffic expert, which
was called for in recent times), so would the result
be a distorted picture of a city, as it was with
the cities planned by the fortress experts of the
sixteenth and seventeenth century.
The fulfilling of technical requirements is a
necessary prerequisite, but not more. They are
no closer connected with the design of the city,
than dental hygiene with the formation of the
character of a person.

American architect Frank Lloyd Wright took
a radically different approach to the problem of
the democratic city that provides us an alternate
lens through which to appreciate the ideas put
forward by Fooks. In May of 1941, The Sydney
Morning Herald published an article by Wright
who suggested that the German bombings of
London were an opportunity to rebuild “the
feudal monster.” Wrights “motorcar aeroplane
London” would be 25 times larger in its footprint
- an expression of the “mechanical age.”
Individualism and private property lay at the
heart of this vision where Wright envisioned
space enough to enable each to have “his own
ground, his own house [and] his own way” but
sufficiently out the way of his neighbours.
For Wright, it was simple. Democracy and
well-spaced privately owned houses were
interchangeable: “not Utopia, just a way
of building from a good modern plan for
democratic people.” In Wright’s fantasy
the disaster of war clears the way for his
imagined democracy of home owners.

His excitement for the promise of this facility
is palpable in lines he set down in the article:
“for the first time in the history of town
development and town planning the supreme
law is for the welfare of all inhabitants. It is
the human aspect that really matters. And
that is new, truly new.”
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Fooks’ democratic city, by contrast, was not
the product of opportunity but of deliberate
practice. In the work he completed with Heath,
for Victoria’s Housing Commission, we see
Fooks’ attempts to actualise his conception of the
democratic city. At the time he was writing his
essay, in the months of October and November
1941, Fooks worked on designs and sketches for
the unrealised Fisherman’s Bend Community
Centre. The exterior sketch shows an elongated
T-shaped modernist building with a tall clock
tower and flat roof. A series of annexes and small
courtyards run off the central spine. The centre
was to contain a community hall, infant welfare
centre, kindergarten, medical centre , library,
retail spaces and, adaptable spaces for education
and recreation for use by children and adults.
Fooks envisions this would become the social
and cultural nexus for the whole community.
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Archive Answers/Exhibition Questions
Rebecca McLaughlan

The works created for this exhibition invite us to immerse ourselves within
the rich assemblage of material that Fooks left behind. Gathered together
from the collections of five distinct institutions, this material has been
recombined in new ways. This work challenges the role the archive has
traditionally performed, as a trove of information to be mined in search
of forgotten knowledge. Akin to traditional archival research, the work
here offers new perspectives on this material, proposing new relationships
between the remnants of Fooks’ artistic, academic and architectural
production. But instead of providing an essay, each contribution provides an
artefact – whether this is done through new work or the provocative display
of the archives themselves – each contribution provides a new site for
speculation and critical reflection on the life and works of Ernest Fooks.

artworks, travelling and lecture notes that enable us to better understand
the germination of this significant text.

“Cataloguing Howitt Road,” the work created by Ariani Anwar, treats the
house itself as a relic. Through her process of identifying and cataloguing
key interior components, her use of tagging draws attention to vulnerable
fragments of the kitchen and adjoining utility spaces. She reframes our
perception of this quotidian domestic backdrop. Akin to an archaeological
dig, we are invited to comb the house in search of the pieces she has elevated
as worthy of our attention. Each is accorded a new significance, transformed
into a precious archival object to be noticed, considered and suitably
appreciated. Nina Tory-Henderson offers an alternative approach to revering
the details of Fooks’ domestic work. In “Fooks’ Fundamentals” Henderson
distils our reading of Fooks into a series of components, scale models that
include the letterbox, the threshold, the screen, joinery units, hardware and
the interior garden. This becomes a kind of architectural anthology through
which we can better appreciate Fooks’ considered assembly of these defining
architectural moments. Both projects take seriously the premise of 32
Howitt Road as a lens through which to scrutinise the spatial and detailing
strategies employed by the architect to heighten the function of the home
to that of a theatre for daily life.

Aykiz Gokmen’s project “Traversing Lifestyle” trails Fooks through the
physical residue of the places he visited: the photographs, drawings, essays
and lectures through which he meticulously documented his travels.
Reconfiguring a selection of this residue in a suitcase to allow us to imagine
we have somehow fallen back through time, entering Fooks’ home just
as he has returned from yet another international tour. Perhaps he will join
us in the living room to share his slides, or recount the latest developments
in science, technology, art and architecture from a recent world fair?
With this installation, Gokmen highlights Fooks’ role as a conduit, ferrying
back tales from the world beyond, carrying with him to Melbourne a
contemporary architectural discourse to share amongst his peers. Mark
Bligh’s “Carousel Architecture” continues this exploration. He positions
images and journal entries from Fooks’ subsequent travels throughout
the house, adjacent to mirrors, door handles, wardrobes, letterboxes and
thresholds – spatial positions he suggests are preparatory to acts of passage.
This highlights the ongoing potential of Fooks’ travel archive to act as a
wayfaring device, transporting us to a different place and time that resonates
with the architect’s own concern for the disappearance of culture. Whether
a temple or humble dwelling, what is evident from the slide collection, and
particularly those curated by Bligh, is Fooks’ appreciation for detail, precision
and functionality, and his diligent search for those qualities across cultures
and continents.

Melanie Modafferi’s “Fooks: Then and Now” moves us beyond Howitt Road
by juxtaposing the past and present condition of the four residential works
we are told Fooks considered to be his most important. She has identified
these through a process that weighted the space devoted to each project
within the architect’s scrapbooks. This mathematical approach echoes Fooks’
own love of combining scientific and ethnographic data in architecture
and urban planning that is perhaps most evident in X-Ray the City! Han
Li’s “X-ray and the X-ray” is devoted to this publication. Adopting Fooks’
suggestion of understanding the city via a medical procedure, Li performs
a post-mortem on the architect’s 1946 publication, dissecting both the
bibliography and the theoretical argument and splicing in the diagrams,

Fooks was an obsessive traveller, driven by a keen interest in people and
how they lived. He was critical of those who travelled the world without
engaging in the cultures they encountered. In his lecture “Bali: Untouched
values in a changing world”, he wrote:
t he bulk of the tourists never endeavour to cross their own cultural frontier;
they fraternise with people only of their normal surrounding … [the group]
to whom we belong … try to cross our own cultural barriers by participating
– certainly to a minor degree – in the native life…

Reflecting the migratory nature of Fooks’ life, his former passports are held
in different archival collections. The first, dated 1906 – 1938, is held in the
Holocaust Museum and the second, dated 1938 to 1945, by the Australian
National Archives. In “Strauss to Matilda and Beyond: the Story of Three
Passports,” Jane Mikhailova draws attention to the passport as a site of
revelation, that very precisely documents the architect’s movements between
1906 and 1945. The third passport is a reconstruction by Mikhailova,
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tracking and re-documenting, via Fooks’ own travel notes, the exact
points of entry and exit of the multiple territorial boundaries that traverse
the globe between 1948 and 1985. In 1958, Fooks and his wife visited
more than twenty countries over a five month period. In his lecture “Town
Planning in Soviet Russia”, Fooks questioned whether his travels to some
places were too fleeting – he spent three weeks in Israel, two weeks in
Russia but only a day in Poland, and in Persia. He concluded,
nonetheless, that:
	
the flood of quick changing impressions tends on one hand to dramatize
the differences in life and culture from one country to another, while on the
other hand it stresses the strong links embracing all human achievements
of quality.
Mikhailova’s act of recreating a document that speaks of a freedom to cross
international boarders for pleasure, and placing this beside images of his
earlier passport that clearly dictates the allowance of travel in only one
direction, draws into sharp relief the constraint that characterised Fooks’
arrival in Australia. In a letter to Noemi (at that time his fiancé) dated
January first 1939, Fooks wrote:
	
and so begins a world trip into uncertainty, without the possibility 		
of a return, totally without means, just equipped with a camera, 		
binoculars, a sketchbook, a fountain pen and two suitcases…
Catherine Townsend has pointed out that in his efforts to escape Hitler’s
reach, Fooks applied for entry to Argentina, Colombia, Mexico, the United
States and Israel. That he ended up here, in Australia, was as much by chance
as any other reason, the Australian government being the first to grant
him asylum. So what can be taken from these works that reflect on Fooks’
travels? Bligh suggests the slide collection enables us to reflect on Fooks’
efforts to subsume this diversity into the daily life of his Australian home.
This speaks to a question that floats between the lines of Townsend’s essay
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(included here) regarding the extent to which Fooks must have missed the
rich cultural fabric of Vienna, where he lived and worked for thirty years,
arriving with his family at the age of two and departing early in 1939.
Townsend delves into the vibrancy of interwar Vienna leaving little doubt
regarding the extent to which Melbourne’s Jewish community must have
felt compelled to recreate the social, intellectual and artistic community
they had been forced to abandon. Mikhailova suggests that Fooks’ exposure
to other countries and cultures not only informed his architectural work
but provided him with a way of connecting to people. He devoted
considerable time and energy to sharing his experiences and thoughts,
hosting slide nights, writing articles and exhibiting his travel sketches.
The discovery of an original version of Fooks’ 1932 doctoral dissertation
within the collection of the State Library of Victoria inspired Toby Dean’s
exhibition piece. “An Introduction to A Lineal City” is a translation, from
German into English, of the introductory chapter of this thesis. Historians
have yet to properly account for Fooks’ impact on the urban and suburban
shape of Melbourne. Yet we know that his experiments with walk-up flats
challenged the accepted suburban Australian model and bought a European
mode of living to the city. To this we can add his work with the Housing
Commission of Victoria (while under the employ of Frank Heath) and his
contributions as an educator, though his lectures and written discourse.
Jane Grant’s essay begins the work of understanding Fooks the Town
Planner and Urban Theorist. It incorporates newly available citations
from Fooks’ dissertation and thus makes clear the potential of an extended
translation of this work to enrich future scholarship. It is a critical document
in unlocking a greater understanding the genesis of Fooks’ approach
to urban planning and his corresponding influence in Australia.
The exhibition features two audio projects that are ideologically linked
through the lens of education. Lewis Kingston’s “Fooks: a discussion”
provides a vehicle through which to speculate on Fooks’ influence
as an educator while Matthew Harkin’s “Echo” explores the influence

of Fooks’ contemporary Bernard Rudofsky on his own work. Kingston’s
work recognises that to understand the spatial realities conveyed within
the abstract conventions of an architectural drawing requires specific
disciplinary knowledge. He therefore provides an aural accompaniment
for the visual reading of these drawings; the record of a discussion between
Pert and Goad about each of these houses within the broader context
of Fooks’ work. Kingston’s simulation of the “desk crit”, an important
pedagogical device within architectural education, provokes us to consider
Fooks’ role as a teacher. Did he have similar conversations with his own
students and where are those students now? Harkin’s “Echo” raises questions
regarding the learning that we engage in relative to our contemporaries,
either from, with, or sometimes in spite of. The exact nature of Fooks’
relationship to Rudofsky remains unclear. The men knew each other, shared
many similarities and, for a time, mirrored each other’s career trajectories.
Described as the “master iconoclast of the modern movement,” Rudofsky
was an architect, artist, writer, designer, traveller, curator and scholar. He
migrated with his family to Vienna, two years prior to Fooks and received
his PhD in architecture a year earlier than Fooks from the same institution.
Both worked for the successful architectural practice Thiess and Jaksch in the
early 1930s and Fooks’ travels, following 1948, often follow routes taken by
Rudofsky. Fooks, through his lectures and personal notes, makes consistent
reference to Rudofsky, and at 32 Howitt Rd amassed his entire bibliography.
Harkin’s delves into this intriguing relationship by creating an amalgam of
two paper trails, an interpretation of archival material from institutions in
Melbourne and abroad, intended to introduce the public to the encyclopaedic
anthology of images and text that Fooks and Rudofsky each have created.
Harkin suggests this represents two closely related systems for quantifying a
humane architecture.

To conclude this piece, as one would conclude a day in the theatre of
Fooks’ domestic life, we finish in the bedroom, with Danielle Rose Mileo’s
“Undressing Fooks” where she issues an “active invitation to unveil,
uncover and de-robe” the architect. This work draws attention to Fooks’
deep fascination with Japan, a country he regards as characterised by
dichotomy - old versus new, traditional versus modern, East versus
West - and by a desire to save face. In his lecture “The Two Faces of Japan:
EXPO 70 in Kimono”, Fooks suggests the World Exposition is a charade
concealing the defects of human progress. He draws parallels between the
expo and the kimono, which he posits as a garment for covering the defects
of the body. While this interest is evident in the spatial references Fooks
borrows from Japan that characterise his later works, Mileo suggests that
only by delving into the archive can we fully appreciate the depth of this
fascination. She leaves us with the question can we draw a link between
the extent to which Fooks was captivated by the coming together of two
disparate worlds because this resonated with his own identity? His interest
in both the primitive and technological, his identity as an Australian and
émigré, his work as an architect, planner, writer and artist, perhaps even
the differences between himself and his contemporary Rudofsky. And since
we’re in the bedroom, it is an appropriate space to consider that Fooks’
transition from Vienna to Melbourne would have required its own set of
subtle operations, to veil, cover and robe – or indeed to accentuate – the
cultural identity he carried with him. The bedroom is the place we go to
construct and, where necessary, reconstruct our own identity. The place
where we decide which face to present to the world and what we must
leave hidden. Perhaps, like the archive, the bedroom is a place to reclaim
knowledge lost.
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32 Howitt Road, Caulfield North
Trevor Mein, 2002
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The Ernest Fooks House at 32-Howitt Road with
its associated archives and book collection tell
a remarkable story about the life of an architect,
town planner, collector, artist and writer. The
house has provided a lens through which to
test some assumptions and explore a distinct
perspective on Fooks’ architecture, including
the role and impact of California Modernism,
Alvar Aalto and Scandinavian Moderne, Bernard
Rudofsky and his Interpretation of Modernism
through the vernacular as well as Fooks’ roots
in Vienna Modernism.

While the research provides evidence to suggest
Ernest Fooks was heavily influenced by the
work and the writings of Rudolph Schindler,
Richard Neutra, Bernard Rudofsky and Le
Corbusier, it is the impact of Finnish architect
Alvar Aalto and of Japan that is most acutely
visible at 32-Howitt Road. Fooks was able to
assimilate Scandinavian and Japanese influences
but these were then fused with an underlying
architectural expression born from the case
study houses of California via the European
émigrés who had settled there before the war.
Fooks’ brilliance was his ability to synthesise
ideas and through an interior sensibility he was
able to define a houses intimate character. The
propitious details of Fooks’ houses – the curve of
a garden wall, a pergola, the use of natural light,
a kitchen, a bed, a cabinet, a dining table, or a
decorative screen – are modeled on ways of life
and domestic activities; “our homes of yesterday
do not meet the requirements of todays life, of

our social life, our private life, our family life”
stated Fooks in a lecture titled ‘The Home Of
Our Age’ 07.07.49, following his return from the
US. These detailed fragments are able to create
those small and tranquil effects of intimacy that
characterise his houses and suggest that the most
radical developments of all come in his interiors
and their relationship to the outdoors but more
importantly to the lives of their inhabitants.
32-Howitt Road is significant but it has been left
unresolved, and incomplete. The passing of its
original inhabitants (Ernest and Noemi Fooks)
with their distinctive lifestyle has stripped the
house of its ‘curators’. In addition the loss of its
contents; loose furniture, artworks and artefacts,
which were intrinsic in the detail design of
the house have left us with a modernist shell
awaiting new content.
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Noemi Fooks at 32 Howitt Road, 1967
Image from State Library of Victoria, Pictures Collection
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Architects Statement
The residence built on a rather large suburban block, measuring
20.7m x 55m is intended to be a natural extension of the lifestyle
of the two people, very much involved in a variety of community
activities as well as being avid collectors of modern paintings,
pottery and sculptures as well as tribal artifacts from all over
the world.
Having no children, the house was to become the focal point
of a way of life rather than being simply a retreat from the pressure
of daily living. The solution displays an intimate understanding
of the function and performance desired from this home.
This home opens onto a vast living room that encompasses dining
room, study, through glass doors, the pools main patio area.
The function of the living area is to represent the community
involvement aspect of the lifestyle.
The house turns a closed front towards the street facing inward
onto the gardens, court and patios. Free standing garden walls,
pergolas and eaves, partly open, partly closed, integrate the building
and the site in one design creating zones of transition between open
nature and the volume of the house. Every room in the residence
has a natural extension outside, thus creating landscaped views
within the allotment.
To create a low maintenance approach and promote a warm
and rich textured atmosphere, the interior of the house is finished
with natural materials. The finishes also promote the natural beauty
of the multitude of tribal art works collected during the many years
of travelling to all parts of the world.

The above statement was produced by Ernest Fooks when he submitted
32-Howitt Road for an architectural award in the 1970’s.
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The house at 32-Howitt Road is designed to be unassuming from the street
(the drama unfolds in the interior layout and detailing), but it also stands out
as unusually welcoming and open in the context of a street that has changed
over recent years with the erection of defensive boundary walls and security
entrance gates. The flow from the front (West) to the rear (East) is through
a series of spaces, which vary in their degree of enclosure. You enter from
the street via a front garden with its winding path of slate slabs with dark
grey pebbles between, curved broken brick wall, and then into a covered
courtyard space which Fooks refers to as an ‘outdoor’ gallery. This courtyard
with rockery and pond on one side and shelves for planting on the other,
leads via a ‘primitive’ main door to a tiled entrance lobby and then onto the
‘indoor picture gallery’ or anteroom, which allows for a space to pause. This
anteroom experience is reinforced by the Japanese screens, which are hidden
in the brick walls flanking the entrance to the main living space. Like a piece
of domestic theatre these screens open to unveil what Fooks describes as,
“a vast living room that encompasses dining room, study, through glass
doors, the pools main patio area”. This main living space has characterized
by a timber clad curved profile roof (refer to notes on Alvar Aalto later),
which sweeps upwards to catch the midday sun. The original design is
enriched by the complexity and variety of finishes, with the floors of the
different spaces changing from terracotta tiles at the entry foyer, to an
off-white terrazzo continuous hard landscape which connects the picture
gallery, the living and dining spaces, the bar and the guest room at the
rear. Fooks suggests, “The function of the living area is to represent the
community involvement aspect of the lifestyle” and the terrazzo suggests
a kind of publicness to these areas where guests and the community would
be entertained with slide nights and lectures. Fooks collection of modern
art would hang on the walls, while the oiled teak built-in joinery throughout
would display their collection of “pottery and sculptures as well as tribal
artifacts from all over the world”. Elsewhere floor surfaces are more intimate
with herringbone patterned parquetry of the study/den and carpet in the
master bedroom and reading room. The kitchen is utilitarian with vinyl tiles
throughout and showing signs of deterioration in built in cabinets, finishes
and appliances. The house is carefully detailed and exquisitely crafted and
this can be seen in the 83 drawings produced for the project.

Fooks travelled to the US in 1949 and it is
assumed that he visited various well-known
Californian modernist houses including Kings
Road and the Lovell Beach House. Fooks has
a copy of Time Magazine from Aug 15th 1949,
in his book collection. The front cover features
Richard Neutra while Inside there’s a double
page spread of significant ‘modernist’ houses
across the US, many which Fooks would have
studied on his US tour. Additional books and
archival material suggest Fooks, was significantly
influenced by the Case Study Houses program
1945-1966. The Case Study Houses were
experiments in American residential architecture
sponsored by Arts & Architecture magazine,
which commissioned major architects of the
day, including Richard Neutra, Raphael Soriano,
Craig Ellwood, Charles and Ray Eames, Pierre
Koenig, Eero Saarinen, A. Quincy Jones, and
Ralph Rapson to design and build inexpensive
and efficient model homes for the United States
residential housing boom caused by the end
of World War II and the return of millions of
soldiers. The program ran intermittently from
1945 until 1966. The first six houses were built
by 1948 and attracted more than 350,000 visitors
and we can assume that Fooks would have been
one of these visitors when he toured the US.
The most obvious influence of this US trip can
be seen in two of his most prominent coastal
properties; Mount Eliza and Lorne but there are
also obvious influences in the Bruce house in
Hawthorn from 1949 and the Slezak residence
in Kew of 1959.

A sampling from over 350 projects with
drawings housed at the State Library of Victoria
and at RMIT Archives, which span the early
1950’s through to the early 1970’s demonstrate
three distinctive periods of architectural output.
Fooks’ earliest houses were characterised by
conventional forms (e.g. hipped roofs) and
materials (e.g. cream brick, terracotta tiles),
largely due to wartime restrictions that were not
relaxed until the early 1950’s. Subsequently, and
for the remainder of that decade, Fooks returned
to his European roots with houses designed
in a stark hard-edged modernist fashion,
characterized by block like expression, flat roofs
with broad eaves, window walls, balconies and
sun decks. Later following his trips overseas in
1958 (world tour inc Europe, Scandinavia, and
Russia), 1960 (Israel), 1963 (Israel and Canada)
and 1965 to Japan his hard-edged modernist
style is layered with strong Scandinavian and
Japanese influences inside and outside. We start
to see Fooks experimenting with stark planar
walls, floating flat roofs, profiled living room
ceilings, north facing roof-lights, screens, fixed
furniture, loose furniture, Japanese gardens,
pergolas and swimming pools. Over 44 private
houses were built in the 1960’s (many have been
demolished) and an examination of the drawings
shows the greatest intensity of Fooks evolving
domestic architecture.

32-Howitt Road does not appear integrated
by a commanding architectural idea. The
design reads like one of Fooks’ archival
scrapbooks; a collage of thoughts and ideas,
which amalgamates basic principles of the
modern movement (brick planar walls, flat
roof, sliding glass walls and open plan spaces),
personal interior inventions and suggestions
of anonymous vernacular tradition. Japanese
architecture, Scandinavian influences, Bernard,
Rudofsky’s ‘Behind The Picture Window’,
Adolf Loos’s thoughts on furniture and Richard
Neutra’s blend of art, landscape, and practical
comfort all combine.
The scrapbook principle of Fooks allows
the fusion of contradictory elements, images
of modernity and the peasant past, continental
avant-garde and primordial constructions,
primitive simplicity and extreme sophistication
of details. A particular aspect of the collage
approach is the distinct Japanese atmosphere,
which is evident in the combinations of
materials and refinement of details, the
juxtaposition of regular and irregular rhythms,
etc. The house has been thoroughly composed
and regardless of the numerous influences and
incongruities the whole is firmly held together
by a coherent atmosphere, which Fooks has
carefully choreographed.
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Images: 32 Howitt Road by Trevor Mein, 2002
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The executed design for 32-Howitt Road appears
to be a refinement of a series of projects and
reference points which had evolved around
a few basic ideas: the house as gallery, the
articulation of living spaces and the integration
of art and artifacts with residential functions as
well as the integration of art collections with
the pattern of daily life. Outdoor rooms and
free standing garden walls, pergolas and eaves
extending the home and connecting the home
to the landscape, clustering of spaces around the
main living space, the social and private aspects
of the house. This is a design, which turns into
a very personal credo and, as it were, a mocking
criticism of the narrowness and orthodoxy
of the prevalent modernist manner.
Fooks appears to have reached a scheme at
32-Howitt Road, which is relaxed and open
enough to incorporate all his architectural
interests, improvisations and whims. Whereas
the idea of continuous space of modern
architecture had usually been purely an ideal
of architectural space, the spatial character
of 32-Howitt Road seems to be more concerned
with links to nature – the house is a flowing
space and feels associated with the limitless
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space of nature, which is turned into specific
localities only through human experience.
The home is also bound with the notion of
nature on many levels: the use of natural
materials and textures, forms suggestive
of natural processes and rhythms as well
as explicit metaphors of nature in the wave
form roof.
The wave-form roof can be found in Alvar
Aalto’s Maison Louis Carré on the outskirts
of Paris but it is at the Viipuri Library in Russia
that 32-Howitt Road can be best understood.
Aalto’s drawings and acoustic diagrams, of the
conference room suggest the shape of the timber
wave-form roof is calibrated to the human ear.
He manages to merge scientific reasoning, and
artistic imagination through the architecture.
Fooks designed a pull-down projection screen
into the pelmet of the fixed book-case that sits
directly beneath the curved ceiling of Howitt
Road. When down this space would transform
to become his lecture room and the stage for
his infamous slide nights. Fooks would stand
underneath the ceiling lecturing to his invited
audience following his return from one of his
overseas trips. The ceiling as such can be read

as a fragment of Aalto’s library. There is also
a reference to be found in the curved wood
detailing of Aalto’s furniture as the ceiling profile
is similar to the profile of an Aalto lounge chair
(Model 39).
The ‘House Talks Back’ has offered valuable
research into the value of object based learning
and modernist conservation and heritage studies.
little has previously been written or researched
about the work of Fooks and this project has
offered a unique opportunity to explore disparate
collections of, drawings, manuscripts, slides,
lecture notes, details, rare books and artefacts
that has cast new light on the work of Fooks.
This research is strongly linked to pedagogies
of active and experiential learning, which sees
hands-on engagement with the existing house
and the remaking of selected artefacts. The
use of these objects provides new knowledge
about Fooks and his way of working. As well
as accessing the archives the research has also
utilised the existing ‘Off-Modern House’ as an
artefact.

To be continued...

I nstead of fast-changing prepositions—“post,” “anti,”
“neo,”  “trans,” and “sub”—that suggest
an implacable movement forward, against or
beyond, and try desperately to be “in,” I propose to
go off: “Off” as in “off quilter,” off Broadway, “off
the path,” or “way off,” off-brand, off the wall and
occasionally  “off-color.” “Off-modern” is a detour
into the unexplored potentials of the modern project.
It recovers unforeseen pasts and ventures into the
side-alleys of modern history at the margins of error
of major philosophical, economic and technological
narratives of modernization and progress. Offmodern reflection involves exploration of the side
alleys and lateral potentialities of the project of
critical modernity. In other words, it opens into
the “modernity of what if” rather than simply
modernization as it is.

 ff-modern does not suggest a continuous history
O
from antiquity to modernity to postmodernity,
and so on. Instead it confronts the breaks in
tradition, the gaps of forgetting, loss of common
yardsticks, and disorientations that occur in almost
every generation. Off-modern reflection does
not try to cure longing with belonging and a remake
of traditional yardsticks. Rather it produces offspring
of thought out of those gaps and crossroads, opening
up an alternative way to the intellectual history
of modernity. It invites us to explore the garden
of forking paths that hides behind the facade
of our urban nature, to tell unpredictable stories
of contacts and disconnects, to play with fictional
illusions and masks, to be honest with ourselves
and our ghosts.  Excerpt from The Off-Modern
Condition, by Svetlana Boym

Left page image: Alvar Aalto’s Viipuri Library, Russia. Cross section
Below: 32 Howitt Road, Caulfield North. Plan
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Noemi Fooks – A long distance relationship
Noemija Matusevics married Ernst Fuchs (Ernest Fooks) in
Montreal Canada in 1939 after he fled Austria and before they
both arrived in Australia. Noemija was born in Liepaja, Latvia
on 26th July 1909. Although Noemija was matriculated in a high
school where they were taught in German, she was brought up in
a Russian-Jewish milieu and as she notes, “deeply influenced by
my father, a devout Jew, Hebrew scholar and teacher and an ardent
Zionist”. Noemija changed her name to Naomi Fooks in 1945 at
the same time as Ernst Fuchs changed his name to Ernest Fooks.
It would appear though that Noemi was her preferred choice of
name in later day correspondance and archival records. In the
book ‘Strauss to Matilda’ Noemi gives a detailed account of how
Ernst and her met back in December 1929 while in a sanatorium
in Murano, Italy for only five days. She goes on to suggest they
had only seen each other for fifteen days during a ten year period
before being married on 8th February 1939 after Ernst arrived in
Canada on route to Australia. Ernst had spent many years writing
to Noemi after her family had moved to Canada and she describes
the letters he wrote after March 1938 as a, “cry for help” which,
“mirrored the anguish and turmoil” he was going through.
Noemi was a huge part of Ernst’s success story dedicating her
life to his pursuits while at the same time establishing herself
as a major part of the Jewish Community in Melbourne. She also
suggests in ‘Strauss to Matilda’ that it was her encouragement that
drew Ernst into Jewish communal affairs in Melbourne. Noemi
lived until she was 103-yrs old and it was shortly after her 100th
birthday that she herself approached Heritage Victoria to suggest
32-Howitt Road should be protected. Anyone who ever met Noemi
talks of her warmth and generosity as much as they do about her
energy and intellect including being fluent in five langauages.
In the early 1990’s it was also Noemi who approached a number
of institutions including Melbourne University and RMIT archives
with the gift of Ernst’s archives. In so many ways this exhibition
and the ongoing research would not have been possible without
Noemi’s foresight as well as her understanding of the significance
of the collection. While so much of this exhibition is focused
on Ernst ‘the architect’ and Ernst the ‘town planner’ we fully
acknowledge the significant role Noemi played in their journey
through life both in Europe and in Australia. They were ardent
travellers from 1957 onwards seeing travel as a lifestyle rather than
a leisure pursuit. From the slides of their ‘Grand World Tour’
in 1957-58 we can see Noemi pictured with Le Corbusier
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on the rooftop of Unité d’Habitation in Berlin
as part of Interbau as well as sharing lunch
with Finnish architect Vijo Revell and his
partner at Alvar Aalto’s studio while travelling
through Scandinavia.
Noemi concludes her piece for ‘Strauss to
Matilda’, “Ernst died in 1985 and although
I am alone and somewhat lost, I was glad
to help him, uprooted and dispossessed
as he was, to rebuild his life in Australia”.
Alan Pert

Note:
As part of the exhibition we have been fortunate
enough to reunite two important drawings of Ernst
and Noemi. Louis Kahan had produced sketches
of them both and Ernst’s sketch was passed on to
Noemi’s niece Sandra E. Trehub in Canada, while
Noemi’s sketch was passed on to close friend Natalia
Shnayder who helped care for Noemi for a number
of years. Sandra has brought the drawing of Ernst
with her from Canada while Natalia has kindly
loaned hers as part of the exhibition. Reuniting
these two drawings again at the house marks a very
special occasion made possible by the generosity
of two important individuals.
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Louis Kahan Drawing of Noemi
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‘Strauss to Matilda’ Certificate from Howitt Rd Archives
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‘Strauss to Matilda’ Original Copy
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from Howitt Rd Archives
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Noemi and Le Corbusier, Berlin 1957
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